Multi-method Approach in Fulfiling Clean Water Resources for Inhabitants in A Rural Area: Preliminary Results
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Abstract. Clean water scarcity is among the crucial issues for inhabitants at Cikakaban Village, Tasikmalaya City. The complexity of the geological and hydrogeological conditions around Cikakaban Village makes groundwater exploration quite difficult. Regionally, Cikakaban Village has low aquifer productivity and is located at the contact of two formations which are passed by a fault. Therefore, a multi-method approach should be used in water sources exploration to obtain comprehensive results. In this paper, we presented the preliminary results which consist of the detailed geological and hydrogeological conditions of Cikakaban Village and its surroundings based on direct field observations. These observations aim to know the lithology that composes the research area and its characteristics, the potential of aquifers and water resources around the research area, as well as an overview of the distribution of groundwater depth and its flow direction. Geological survey includes observation of outcrops, both lithological description and geological structure evidence. Meanwhile, hydrogeological survey includes observation wells (location plotting, measuring ground water level elevation and depth, and checking water quality), as well as observation of the other potential water resources around Cikakaban Village. It can be inferred that rocks underlying the study area have fine grain sizes, dominated by claystone and tuff. However, the presence of geological structure causes these rocks to potentially become productive aquifers. Other potential water sources around the research area are springs and intermittent rivers.
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1. Introduction

Clean water is a primary need in supporting people's daily lives. Not only for personal sanitation but also for household needs including for drinking. The fulfillment of clean water has become one of the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) (Rudiyanto, 2020 and Iskandar, 2021), which indicates how important clean water is for every single creature in the world.

Although this issue has become part of the SDGs, in fact, clean water crisis is still occurring. In the last five years, the average number of households in Indonesia that can access the clean water easily in urban and rural areas are only 86.07% and 68.76% respectively (Kemendes, 2020). This data shows that people in rural areas have limited access to the clean water, including the people of Cikakaban Village (Nugraha, 2016).
Cikakaban Village is located in the south of Tamansari District, Tasikmalaya City, West Java (Figure 1). According to Riyadi and Wibowo (2007), Tamansari is the driest area in the city which has very low groundwater potential (only 819.49 m$^3$/day). This condition is aggravated by the its complex geological conditions, which is located at the boundary between Bentang Formation and young volcanic products (Figure 2). The contact between these two formations, which is passed by a fault, causes the complexity of rock permeability, affecting the migration of groundwater and its storage pattern (Agosta et al. 2010, 2012; Faulkner et al. 2010; and Bauer et al., 2016). As a result, groundwater exploration must be carried out through a multi-method approach to obtain comprehensive results, as suggested by Chowdary et al. (2008) and Lange et al. (2007). They integrated geophysical method with remote sensing and Geographical Information System (GIS). The data obtained were used to complement and confirm each other, thus the results are more accurate.

Overall, the methods used in this research are not only limited to geophysics, remote sensing, and GIS, but also geological, hydrogeological, and geochemical methods. However, in this paper, we only elaborate the preliminary results which is the geological and hydrogeological surveys. This stage aims to know the lithology that composes the research area and its characteristics, the potential of aquifers and water resources around the research area, as well as an overview of the distribution of groundwater depth and its flow direction. The information obtained at this stage is expected to assist not only the planning of measurement stage using geophysical method and water sampling, but also the interpretation of the results.

Fig 1. Map showing the study area (red box).

2. Methods

At this stage, geological and hydrogeological surveys were carried out to confirm and complete the data on the geological and hydrogeological maps. Because of the small research area, these surveys also covered the surrounding area in order to obtain sufficient data for further analysis.
Before conducting the surveys, we analyzed satellite image data Digital Elevation Model (DEM) obtained from www.tanahair.indonesia.go.id, the Geological Map of the Tasikmalaya Quadrangle, West Java (Budhitrisna, 1986) and the Hydrogeological Map of Indonesia (Soetrisno, 1983). The DEM data were converted into a contour map using the Quantum GIS (QGIS) software (open-source software). Based on these data, we conducted morphological observation to describe the geological conditions (especially related to lineament which indicates the presence of geological structure) and hydrogeological conditions (determination of recharge area and the presence of potential water resources). These descriptions were further confirmed and completed through field activities.

In geological survey, the observation of outcrops are conducted on both lithological description and geological structure evidence. The rock characteristics observed were textures (i.e. grain size, grain shape, fabric, sorting, and permeability), structures (i.e. layer boundary, fault, fold, and joint), and rock components/mineralogy. The observation of rock permeability was performed by rock drop test. In this test, small amount of water was dropped on the rock and observed by confirming whether the water seeps well, moderately or not at all. Meanwhile, the observations of the other characteristics were carried out macroscopically.

In hydrogeological survey, we conducted observation wells around the research area (location plotting, measuring groundwater level elevation and depth, and checking water quality), as well as observation of other water resources, such as rivers and springs. Measurement of the groundwater depth was carried out using the HMA geotechnical water level meter. Meanwhile, observation of rivers and springs was focused on knowing the location, the quality and quantity of water resources. Water quality observation was carried out on smell and color of water. Meanwhile, water quantity of rivers and springs was represented by volume water and water discharge respectively.

The data from observation wells were analyzed using spatial analysis. The MAT elevation/depth data was displayed on a MAT contour map using QGIS software (Figure 4). Because the groundwater level is estimated as free aquifer system with the topography as the main control over the flow direction, thus groundwater level mapping was created through the raster calculator method on topography. The direction of groundwater flow was made perpendicular to the contour of the groundwater level, based on Freeze and Cherry (1979).

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Geological Setting of Research Area

Based on the Geological Map of the Tasikmalaya Quadrangle, West Java by Budhitrisna (1986), the research area is located at the boundary between the Quaternary Young Volcanic Rock Formation (Qvg) and the Tertiary Bentang Formation (Tmpb) (Figure 2). In addition, the study area is also located right on the fault line (estimated), which is interpreted as a right-lateral fault (Budhitrisna, 1986).

In addition, Figure 2 shows that the study area and its surroundings have quite complex geological conditions. They are formed by at least three rock formation with various lithologies, including volcanic products, clastic sediments, and non-clastic sediments. There are four faults that intersect some of the rock formations mentioned above.

Here the observation of rock outcrops has been carried out in 20 locations scattered around the study area (Figure 2). The coordinates of all locations can be seen in Table 1. In general, the location of outcrop observation can be divided into two parts, in the north part of the study area (CK7-CK14) and in the south part of the study area (CK2-CK6 and CK15-CK23) (Figure 2). The dominant lithology in the northern part has coarse grain size and good permeability, where the lithology consists of sandstone, volcanic breccia, clastic limestone, and lapilli (Supplementary Material Figures S7–S16). Meanwhile, the dominant lithology in the southern part has fine grain sizes with moderate to poor permeability (Supplementary Material Figures S1–S6 and S17–S24). The lithologies are consist of tuff, claystone, and basaltic lava. The detailed hand specimens descriptions are explained in the Supplementary Materials.
Fig 3. Geological map of study area and its surroundings (modified from Budhitrisna (1986).
Table 1. The outcrop locations (coordinate in UTM with 48S zone).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Outcrops</th>
<th>Longitude</th>
<th>Latitude</th>
<th>Elevation (mdpl)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CK2 and CK6</td>
<td>195226</td>
<td>9178245</td>
<td>373</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CK3</td>
<td>196013</td>
<td>9177411</td>
<td>428</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CK4 and CK5</td>
<td>195007</td>
<td>9177638</td>
<td>365</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CK7</td>
<td>199054</td>
<td>9182377</td>
<td>337</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CK8</td>
<td>198965</td>
<td>9182173</td>
<td>332</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CK9</td>
<td>199059</td>
<td>9181972</td>
<td>331</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CK10</td>
<td>198954</td>
<td>9181886</td>
<td>335</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CK11</td>
<td>198223</td>
<td>9181452</td>
<td>361</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CK12</td>
<td>197473</td>
<td>9180647</td>
<td>368</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CK13</td>
<td>198131</td>
<td>9180965</td>
<td>391</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CK14</td>
<td>197386</td>
<td>9179845</td>
<td>413</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CK16</td>
<td>195399</td>
<td>9177836</td>
<td>409</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CK17</td>
<td>195464</td>
<td>9177961</td>
<td>395</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CK18</td>
<td>195636</td>
<td>9177978</td>
<td>384</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CK19</td>
<td>195799</td>
<td>9178068</td>
<td>374</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CK20</td>
<td>196171</td>
<td>9177862</td>
<td>387</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CK21</td>
<td>195122</td>
<td>9177582</td>
<td>389</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CK22</td>
<td>195676</td>
<td>9177618</td>
<td>403</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CK23</td>
<td>196096</td>
<td>9177247</td>
<td>445</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In general, the results of outcrop observation are in accordance with the Geological Map, where the lithology consists of sedimentary, pyroclastic, and igneous rocks (Figure 2). In addition, the dip direction of rock layers is also matches with the dip direction as seen from the geological cross section on the Geological Map of the Tasikmalaya Quadrangle, West Java by Budhitrisna (1986). The strike and dip of rock layer can be observed only in four outcrops, CK6; CK7; CK10; and CK19. The dip of rock layers at CK6; CK7; and CK19 is oriented towards NE-E (Figure 2). Meanwhile, the dip of rock layers is oriented towards NW at CK10. These results are in accordance with the cross-section on the Geological Map of Tasikmalaya where the dip of the rock layers is oriented relatively to the north (Budhitrisna, 1986).

Furthermore, to predict the rock layer beneath the study area, a simple geological cross-section which is only based on data in the southern part of the study area, especially CK17, CK18, and CK19 was made (Figure 3). The reason why the rock layers in the outcrops of northern area were not used to make the cross section is related to their dip direction, which is oriented relatively to the north (Figure 2). Here, it can be assumed that those rock layers can’t be found beneath the Cikakaban Village, because they are younger than the rock layers in the southern area.

We made the cross section with the assumption of a uniform dip of all of rock layers, because only the strike and dip from the layers in the CK19 can be obtained. Figure 3 shows the two zone beneath the study area, the green zone and blue zone. The green zone is composed of fine-grains rock layers, which is estimated from the rock characteristics in the CK17, CK18, and CK19. Meanwhile, the blue
zone is also composed of fine-grains rock layers, however the blue zone was estimated from the soil characteristics around the study area due to the absence of outcrop there. The soil characteristics there are similar with the soil near CK17, CK18, and CK19. In this case, it can be predicted that the rock characteristics around the study area is also similar with the rocks in the CK17, CK18, and CK19, especially in grain size. Based on the cross section, it can be estimated that the fine-grains rock layers are still found from the depth of 120 m (beneath the lowest part of the study area) to 165 m (beneath the highest part of the study area) (Figure 3).

![Figure 3](image)

**Fig 3.** Simple geological cross section in the southern part of study area. Dash lines show the dip of rock layer.

The explanations above show that the rock layers beneath study area don’t have good potential as aquifers due to their predominantly fine grain size. However, the presence of geological structures in the study area allows the existence of a secondary porosity (Morris et al, 2003; Lachassagne et al., 2011; Tadesse, 2017; Adebayo and Abraham, 2008; and Bauer et al., 2016). The evidences of the geological structure were found in several outcrops, including CK4; CK5; CK6; CK18; CK19; and CK20, in the form of joints, shear fractures, and minor faults (Supplementary Material Figures S3, S4, S6, S19, S20, and S22). Based on their location, rock layers that show geological structure evidence are thought to be found beneath the study area. Even though the rock layers are dominantly fine-grained, it is still possible to find secondary porosity, such as fracture, which could play as a migration route and groundwater storage medium. Moreover, the research area is cut by a fault (estimated) which could also play as a migration route and groundwater storage medium (Figure 2). However, the existence of this fault should be further analyzed in the next research.

Several studies have confirmed that the presence of geological structures, which are manifested in the form of fractures, joints, faults, and shear zones, can be a medium for groundwater transport and storage. Tadesse (2017) showed that the bedrock in the Tsalit-Ira River Basin, Tigray, Northern Ethiopia, in the form of volcanic and metamorphic rocks, can function as an aquifer due to the presence of the weak zone, as mentioned above. Meanwhile, Bauer et al. (2016) showed that the presence of faults in massive carbonate rocks and low porosity in the Hochschwab karst massif (Austria), can function as a fluid medium that can be infiltrated and transported.

### 3.2. Hydrogeological Setting of Research Area

Based on the Hydrogeological Map of Tasikmalaya (Soetrisno, 1990) (Figure 4), the study area has low-productivity and low-continuity aquifers. Shallow groundwater can be found in limited quantities in valleys or in weathering zones. Thus, it is not surprising that Riyadi and Wibowo (2007) found Cikakaban as an area with very low groundwater potential.

Regarding water resources, Figure 4 shows the intermittent tributaries around the study area, with the closest distance between 0.5-1 km. The intermittent river is refers to all temporary, ephemeral,
seasonal, and episodic streams and rivers (Datry et. al., 2014 and Costigan et. al., 2016). Based on discussions with residents, these rivers are usually dry during the dry season. Meanwhile, the main river (Ciwulan River) is about 7 km west of the study area, with the flow direction from north to south.

![Hydrogeological map showing the location of water resources around the research area.](image)

**Fig 4.** Hydrogeological map showing the location of water resources around the research area.

Apart from rivers, other water resources around study area are groundwater which were observed through wells and springs (Figure 4). The groundwater, observed through wells, is estimated to be contained in a free aquifer system, where topography is the main control for the direction flow. This condition was characterized by its shallow groundwater level (the depth from the surface were about 0.3-3 m in the valley and 3-6 m on the slopes). In addition, indications of the free aquifer system could be seen from the dry wells during the dry season. It showed that the groundwater condition in the wells is strongly influenced by the conditions on the surface. This condition was also indicated by lithological conditions near the surface. The lithology in the study area is consisted of fine-grained tuff that forms an impermeable layer. This layer is only able to store rainwater infiltration for a limited time. Thus, the wells are dry during the dry season due to the reduced rainwater infiltration. In general, the flow direction of groundwater in the study area follows the topography, where the general flow was relatively directed to the south (Figure 4). The springs found in the study area can be classified into contact springs between tuff and lava layers (MA1 and MA3) and springs that are influenced by
geological structures (MA2) (Figure 5). The nearest spring from the study area was MA2, with a distance of about 0.5 km. The MA1 and MA3 were located more than 1 km from the research area.

Fig 5. Springs condition of (A) MA1, (B) MA2, and (C) MA3.

4. Conclusions

In general, the research area was composed of lithology with fine-grain size and moderate to poor permeability. The dominant rock layers beneath the research area are consist of claystone and tuff, with the dip direction relatively to the North-East. The two lithologies that have no potential as aquifers are estimated to be found until a depth of 140-165 m beneath the study area. However, the presence of geological structures causes the fine-grain size lithology to potentially become aquifers. The presence of these geological structures was indicated by the presence of joints, shear fractures, and minor faults in several outcrops found southward of the study area. The rock layers in these outcrops are estimated to extend into the study area.

Here, potential water resources found around the research area are groundwater, springs, and rivers. Groundwater, observed through wells, can be classified as a free aquifer system, with a groundwater level depth of 0.3-6 m. This groundwater is only temporary because during the dry season the wells dry up. The groundwater flows relatively to the south of the study area. Meanwhile, the nearest spring from the study area is 0.5 km away, where its presence is thought to be controlled by geological structures. Another water resource is intermittent rivers, within 0.5-1 km from the research area.
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